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INVESTIGATION OF OPERATION OF AUTOMATIC
RESPIRATORY VALVES

L. I.

Nemerovskiy

¿cientl fie- Research
Institute or Medical Tools"
and Equipment. Moscow
Calculations of resistance of automatic values, which are the
most widespread pneumatic distributive devices In technology and, In
particular. In oxygen-respiratory equipment, are given In a number
of works [2, t, 8],

In these works are established dependences of

resistance of different automatic valves on speed of gas passing
through them (constant flow) and on ventilation of breathing (pulsating
flow).

However, In none of Investigations was there revealed a

dependence between resistance of valve and bypass of gas In it, but
such dependence undoubtedly exists.

Practice shows, for Instance,

that spring-loaded valves, having higher resistance than those of
gravitational type, ensure smaller bypass.

Gravitational valves of

various weight have different resistances and bypasses.
Bypass Is conditionally called that quantity of gas passed
through valve during one respiratory cycle In direction opposite the
working course (l.e., that In which circulatory flow passes through
valve).
FTD-MT-67-65
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In circuits working without vibrttions, overflows in vglve
devices are small and for a series of medical gas instruments and
apparatuses are immaterial.

However, valves, especially those of

gravitational type, do not always work stably [i*].
manufacture can have defects.
on conditions of breathing.

Their design and

Therefore bypasses can render Influence
Magnitude of possible bypass of valves

must be known in order to estimate danger of hypercapnia due to
accumulation of carbon dioxide in the circulatory system of instrument
#,

or apparatus.
For checking opération of automatic valves several methods have
been developed, which are described in detail in a number of works

W.
It is possible to divide conditionally bypass of valve into 2
parts - slipping and leakage.

Slippage of valve is quantité of gas

passed through valve in direction of its shutting during the time
of shutting.
its shutting.

Leakage is quantity of gas passed through valve after
At present during the checking of valves we usually

consider that bypass is equal to leakage, i.e., slippage is-equal
to zero.

Thia cannot be taken as correct, since slippage, as will

be shown below, composes a considerable part of bypass, especially
during forced breathing.
Method of determination of leakage is very simple.

In space

ahead of valve, i.e., in space from which occurs expiration.of gas
in working direction through slot between valve and seat (Pig. i),
there is created rarefaction with help of any sucking device (1)
with receiver (5)i quantity of gas passed through valve is determined
with help of any flow meter (rheometer, rotameter) or, what is a
more exact method, with the help of spirometer of low capacity (2),
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EÏpgianatloÎafnraïa°tf.leakage lnatall*«°"-

^ - ls meaSUred by manom?t(

ra;efaction is reguiatad ^
(3).

Analogous test ls conductea at excess pressure In valve space
Sometimes rate of ieaAage !s Uetermlnea from Urop of rarefact-on

createa In constant volume In space aHeaa of valve (or pressure m
valve space).
A new methoa of separate ana simultaneous aetermlnatlon of
slippage, leakage, ana resistance of automatic valves was aevelopea
at [VNIIMI10] (BHMMMMmO) [Ü].
TO investigations on Installation working per new methoa were
subjected gravitational, spring-loaded, and, counterpressure automatic
valves.

The simplest physical picture Is observed during work of

the Slide-type gravitational valve.

Rise of valve, as was noted. Is

caused by appearance of pressure drop during expiration of ga3 through

330t between slide and seat.

Lift- 1„ this case does not depend on

height of rise of valve and is equal to Its weight.

On the basis of

S, there was derived a formula for height of rise of valve during
steady-state operating conditions
s onaitions.

Tan™ a
Taking into account losses to flow

friction of slot this formula has the following form:

FTD-MT-67-65
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where q is volume velocity of gas (in m3/s); d is diameter of seat
(in m);

; ¿K

is diameter of valve (in m); Q is weight of

valve (in kg); p is density of gas (in kgs^/m^); Cx is l.Hl [i|].
For calculation of resistance from flowing around of valve
(if this flowing around occurs) by cofactor there is introduced
empirical coefficient, equal to

}/

Experimental investigation [5] showed that formula (1), exact
for stationary flow, is applicable also for sinusoidal pulsating
flow, characteristic for breathing.

Thus, if we know weight of

valve, its diameter, diameter of seat, and volume velocity of gas
passing through valve, we can determine, to what height it is lifted.
Lowering of valve on seat in nonworking phase can occur under
the action of 3 factors, which can act simultaneously.
For creation of flow through valve in nonworking p^ase there
first of all is required creation of rarefaction in space ahead of
valve.

It is formed as a result of suction of gas from under valve.

Appearance of rarefaction causes pressure drop on valve, which strives
to close the latter.

If valve possesses low inertness and friction

of it against air and guides are insignificant, the valve will move
after sucking flow, during minimum rarefacticn.

Here, owing to the

weak degree of rarefaction, flow through slot between valve and seat
can be negligible.

Consequently, in this case during shutting of

valve volume of gas located under valve will be sucked out.

Thus,

slippage in this case is equal to:
AV, =

(2)

where s is area of valve seat (in m2)« h is
,.
.
hQ is height of rise of valve
V in m).
The second factor appears In the presence of flow through the
slot hetween valve and seat, l.e., m that oase when lnertness of
valve and frictional forces are great; therefore the valve will lag
behind the suchlng flow.

In this case rarefaction under valve grows

and pressure drop In slot heco.es sufficient to create a noticeable
flow of gas.

During expiration of gas through slot (In accordance

with Bernoulli equatlon), there Is created a pressure drop, which
strives to close valve.
The third, constantly effective factor striving to close valve
is its weight.
Experiments conducted with gravitational valves of various
weight by described method confirmed thp rar><- «-u *. a»
oonurmed the fact that for comparatively
light valves (up to 3 g) the first factor Is decisive.
being formula (1), we write general expression for slippage
With allowance for only the first factor:

AK, = S h -- 0,157 ».

Mt
(3)

where q ia volumetric flow rate at i-h0 m
now rate at the moment of change of phases of
respiratory cycle (in m3/s).
On installation at the moment of change of phases, with ventilan
Of

15 ‘/mm, speed of gas was 0.0005 mVs.

with valves having a seat diameter of

All experiments were made

mm, since this diameter Is

recognized as the most optimum for medical respiratory Instruments
and apparatuses [5].
In Fig. 2a are graphically represented results of experiments
with gravitational valve weighing l
o«-k *
weignmg i.b3 g, in the form of dependence
5

Pig. 2.
Dependence of slippage on ventilation
for gravitational valves of different weight.
Explanation in cext.

of slippage on ventilation.

On the graph are 2 straight lines.

One

of them (solid) depicts dependence of slippage on ventilation,
calculated by formula (3), i.e., theoretical dependence.

Prom the

graph it is clear that experimental points are grouped around
theoretical line with certain scattering, characterizing instability
of work of valve.

Instability is caused by many factors, having

random character:

misalignment during rise and fall, friction against

guides, turbulence of gas, etc.

Theoretical calculation of all these

factors is practically Impossible.

Therefore only on the basis of

experiment can the conclusion be made that absolute value of
instability of work of valve does not exceed *0.3 ml.
Dotted line on graph depicts calculated dependence of highest

6

possible slippage of given valve on ventilation.

This dependence

is calculated also by formula (3), but Instead of volumetric flow
rate at the time of change of phases. In this formula Is substituted
maximum flow rate for respiratory cycle.

Maximum flow rate, as It

Is known from (3), for sinusoidal form of pulsating flow Is equal to
Qhikc

= 4 Q,

where « Is one minute's ventilation during breathing (In t/mln).
Obviously, during calculations of slippage of an actually worklnf
valve, owing to the possibility of change of phases during maximum
flow rate, for high reliability one should use the formula:

11', * 1.05 10 *•«.

From formulas

(3

and

D)

\f

^

*>.

(4)

It Is clear that with Increase of

weight of valve for the same value of ventilation, owing to decrease
of height of rise, slippage of valve decreases; and with reduction of
weight, slippage Is Increased.

This maybe seen In Pig. 2b and c,

where analogous dependences are depicted for valves weighing 0.72
and 2.27 g.
Experimental curve of light valve (see Fig. 2b) has horizontal
section, formed as a result of the fact that valve during rise rested
on limiter of movement.

Hence two important conclusions can be made.

FJrst, if there is a limiter of movement of valve, then the
highest possible slippage, aside from dependence on ventilation, is
equal to height of limiter multiplied by area of valve seat.

By

regulating height of limiter it is possible to ensure permissible
slippage for any circumstances.
Second, in case of rubbing of valve against guides during rise,
which In this case become limiters of rise, slippage Is constant and

7

its magnitude is less than calculated.
Experiments conducted showed that for valves weighing at least
2.27 g the first factor is dominating.
valves.

This cannot be said of heavier

Thus, for instance, experimental points for valve weighing

6.42 g lie above not only the calculated line, but also the line of
maximum slippages (Pig. 2d).
Physical picture of work of spring-loaded automatic valve almost
does not differ from analogous picture of work of gravitational
valve.

The difference consists in that in the last case the height

of rise of valve, and consequently the magnitude of slippage, are
proportional to ventilation [see formula (4)], since the closing
force itself depends on height of rise of valve.

Furthermore, the

scheme of work of gravitational valve is fully defined - it works only
in vertical position — while spring-loaded valve can work in any
position (vertical, horizontal, or slanted), which is one of the main
causes responsible for its application.

In various working positions

the closing force has different magnitude; therefore slippage will
be different.
For determination of slippage in nongravitational valves It is
convenient to apply calculation-experimental method.
consists in the following.

Essense of it

Height of rise of gravitational valve,

and this means slippage also, are simply related to resistance of
valve.

As experiments showed [4], resistance of gravitational valve

is practically independent of ventilation (in interval up to 30 t/min)
and is approximately equal to weight of valve divided by its area.
Therefore it is possible to give formula (4) more general form:

4V,.,.,9.,0-.«

(5)

8

where APc is resistance of valve (in mm H20).
In this form the formula is accurate for any valve.

This may be

due to the fact that for the same value of ventilation any valve
rises to the same height as a gravitational valve having the same
resistance and the same area of cross section.

This occurs because

for the same resistance the exhaust velocity of gas in slot is identical
for various valves.

Formula (5) in general form reveals the intercon¬

nection between slippage and resistance of automatic valve.
Dependence of resistance on ventilation, determined experimentally,
is substituted in formula (5).

Obviously, for the gravitational valve

this is a constant, but for spring-loaded and other valves it is a
variable.
Obtaining of experimental dependence of resistance of valve on
ventilation is not a complicated problem and can be carried out
everywhere.

It is necessary to consider that by resistance of valve

in formula (5) is implied maximum resistance for the whole respiratory
cycle.

For calculation of true slippage one should use formula:

Cxtd*-dfp

AV, = 0,157^-

lPcdS

(6)

where APc is resistance at .he moment of change of phases of respiratory
cycle (in mm H20).
In Fig. 3a, b, c is depicted dependence of slippage on ventilation
for certain spring-loaded valves.

Solid line depicts calculated-

experimental dependence, plotted from measured resistances of valves.
Consideration of graphs permits us to make two conclusions.
First, experimental points lie nearer to calculated curve than
for gravitational valves; consequently, stability of work of springloaded valves is higher than for gravitational valves.

9
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Second, absolute value of slippage for different spring-loaded
valves are closed. In spite of considerable difference in spring force.
We apply calculation-experimental method of determination of
slippage to any valve, including the rubber type with central
fastening of plate.

One of .uch valves (antigas) was Investigated

on experimental Installation.

Usually in such valves are established

force, and consequently resistance, are in complicated dependence
on height of rise of edges of plate.
Investigation of valve showed that Its form Is selected in such
a way that resistance to breathing, as for the gravitational valve,
does not depend on ventilation (within limits of up to 30 l/min)
and is equal to 6.6 mm H20.

Consequently, according to formula (5),

this valve with respect to slippage is also equivalent to the
gravitational valve weighing

4.6

the same resistance.

3d
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Figure

g and having the same area and
illustrates this conclusion.

On graph
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1

depicting dependence of slippage of rubber antigas valve on ventilation
experimental points are located near calculated line plotted for
gravitational valve with equal resistance.
Thus, it maybe asserted that slippage of an automatic valve of
any form yields to approximate calculation if geometric parameters
of valve and its resistance under investigated operating conditions
are known.
Now it is possible to establish order of determination of bypass.
On a leakage installation (see Fig. 1) there is determined dependence
of rate of leakage on pressure drop in valve, where for approximation
of true work of valve this dependence is determined for several
positions of valve and average is taken as calculated.

Then we

establish law of change of pressure drop in valve in an actually
working instrument.

Mean value of pressure drop during the time of

nonworking phase is determined.

Average speed of leakage is determined.

Time of nonworking phase is calculated.

Product of this magnitude

and average speed of leakage gives magnitude of leakage.
By well-known methods [5] there is determined dependence of
resistance of valve on ventilation of the lungs.

This dependence is

put into formula (6), by which is calculated magnitude of slippage.
For gravitational valves with known weight formulas (3) and (4) are
more convenient to use.

Resistance of Valves (in mm H20)
Ventilation (in fc/nln)
Form of valve

Gravitational with aprlng No. 1
Gravitational with spring No. 2
Gravitational with spring No. 3
Valve cage

FTD-MT-67-65
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14.1

lfi.2

It,3

21.2

21
23.7
13.2
5.3

21
23.7
15.8
6.6

21
24,2
15,8
7.9

21
25
17.*
9, !

i
I

»

32.2

21
31.2
17,1
10,5

22.4
31,8
18.5
14.5

Absolute values of bypasses, obtained on universal

Installation

during tests of different valves and given in table, are of praotioal
interest.

As can be seen fron, data of table, under any conditions

of breathing there is practically no danger of hypercapnia in
narcosis apparatuses due to insignificance of bypasses of valves.
This result was ensured by careful manufacture of investigated valves
For artificial breathing apparatuses,

for which questions of

resistance of valve are not practically Important, it is possible to
recommend the antigas valve.

These valves are especially at raised

pressures in nonworking phase.

They do not require lapping, since

they are a serially mastered article.
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